CONSULT
“After 14 years I went up again to Jerusalem with Barnabas, taking Titus along with
me. I went up in response to a revelation. Then I laid before them the gospel that I proclaim among
the Gentiles, in order to make sure that I was not running, or had not run, in vain.” Galatians 2:1-2
The consultations run by Faith2Share each year are the most high-profile and public aspect
of our work. However, in reality they form part of a mesh of continual consulting and
consultation which ranges from enquires emailed into the office to formal consultation
processes run for organisations, groups, dioceses or mission bodies; such as the LausanneOrthodox Initiative. The consultancy process
also feeds into other aspects of our work as the
A LEADER MUST CREATE HOPE
collaboration provides the opportunity for
“Hope creates an aspirational factor among all the
fellowship, the spark for mentoring and the
things that you're trying to do in your organization, and
it gives people a reason to commit. Hope suggests that
challenge to train and resource.
Faith2Share provides this through:





International Leadership Consultations
Regional Consultations
Depth Discipleship Consultations
Individual Consultancy

the future will be better than the present, and that what
we're doing as an organization now will contribute
toward creating that future.
Now, you can't build hope without trust. You can't build
hope without stability. But trust and stability aren't
enough. You do need hope to draw people toward a
better future and give them aspirations. And it's a
critical aspect of leadership right now.” Barry Conchie
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Faith2Share offered a Depth Discipleship consultation for 30 leaders
from six different regions across Nepal and from different
denominations (offered in their own language). Using the training,
materials and models they had received, they were able to adapt and
offer a similar training event for different language groups in a
remote part of the country – mostly using their own resources.
____________________________________________________________________________________________
In Uganda, Faith2Share conducted a review of the partnership
between the local Anglican diocese, a European diocese and an
indigenous non-governmental organisation (NGO). This has led to an
ongoing partnership with the diocese of Luweero as they develop
their local mission outreach – with an ongoing network, resourcing,
and relational link with the Diocesan Secretary and Faith2Share.
____________________________________________________________________________________________
We asked network leaders: “In what ways has Faith2Share helped you personally in your ministry?”
“Faith2Share helped me to meet with other leaders through its
Leadership Consultations. Faith2Share and its network members
sponsored my flight to attend its Leadership Consultations in
Bangkok and Addis Ababa. They taught me how to collaborate
with others for effectiveness in mission.”
Manaai Cheng, Myanmar Gospel Harvesters Missions
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